ABSTRACT Topologies are crucial for the cadastral data model. Considering the development of 3-D cadaster and temporal cadaster, 0-D-4-D multidimensional cadastral objects should be considered in the cadastral data model. There are few data models to support 0-D-4-D multidimensional cadastral objects and their topological relations, and some existing models represent the topological relations using complicated methods. This paper presents a multidimensional cadastral topological data model (MDCTDM). This model represents the topological relations of all cadastral objects simply and efficiently using a single basic element to associate the cadastral objects of each dimension in the same manner. Based on the generalized map, we extend the cell-tuple structure and propose an object-tuple structure for the MDCTDM. We design the data structure for the MDCTDM and implement it in a relational database. In this database, the topological relations of cadastral objects can be easily queried by using simple structured query language (SQL) statements. To verify the operations of the MDCTDM in the database, we describe a case of the insert operation. The case demonstrates that the operation can be implemented easily by SQL statements.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the three-dimensional (3D) use of the land, twodimensional (2D) cadastral management cannot fulfill the requirements of land management. Therefore, 3D cadastral management has been extensively researched to fill the gaps of 2D cadastral management. The ownership, shape, and other situations of a land parcel might change over time, so it is necessary to record the historical situation of a land parcel. To solve the problem of dynamic cadastral management, the spatiotemporal cadastral data model is widely employed. 3D cadaster management should also consider 2D cadastral spatial data, so the spatiotemporal cadastral data consists of both 2D and 3D cadastral spatiotemporal data and can be seen as 3D and 4D cadastral data. Considering the coexistence of 2D, 3D, and 4D cadastral data, cadastral data should be multidimensional and the cadastral data model should apply to all dimensions.
Topology is important for representing and querying cadastral objects. The international standard ISO 19152 Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) [1] designs a topological spatial unit to represent the spatial units that share common boundaries. Many studies on cadastral data management consider the topological spatial relations between cadastral objects [2] - [4] . Spatiotemporal topology is built to query the history of cadastral objects, which are considered different from the topological spatial relations in most studies [5] - [7] . Most existing spatiotemporal cadastral data models are based on common spatiotemporal data models such as the space-time composite model, object-oriented spatiotemporal model, and base state with amendments (BSA) model. These data models can support the spatiotemporal topologies of specific cadastral objects that are 2D and 3D spatial units but the topology of other cadastral objects such as the boundary point, boundary line, and boundary face is not supported. This is because the topologies in these models are built separately for each dimensional cadastral object so the topologies are dimension-dependent.
To build topologies for each dimensional cadastral object, we consider a theory that can express topologies independent of dimension. This paper describes: (1) a multidimensional cadastral topological data model (MDCTDM) based on generalized maps and (2) an approach to implement MDCTDM in an object-relational database management system (ORDBMS). In MDCTDM, we consider both cadastral spatiotemporal objects and their topological relations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous studies related to multidimensional cadastral data models, which mainly include the 3D cadastral data model and cadastral spatiotemporal data model. Section 3 analyzes the types of cadastral objects and their topological relations in a temporal cadaster. Section 4 presents an approach for representing cadastral objects based on generalized maps. The MDCTDM is described in Section 5. In Section 6, we design an approach to implement MDCTDM in an ORDBMS.
II. RELATED WORK
Studies related to multidimensional cadastral topological data models mainly include topological data models and approaches for constructing 3D cadastral datasets and cadastral spatiotemporal datasets. Here, we briefly present several major works.
The Core Cadastral Domain Model (CCDM) is a conceptual framework for land registration and cadaster proposed by Van Oosterom et al. [8] , in which parcels have a 2D or 3D geometric description. Its later version, LADM [1] , has been an international standard for land management and supports 3D representations of the class LA_SpatialUnit. In the LADM, two different approaches are used to build dynamic cadastral data model: event-based modeling and state-based modeling. Both the CCDM and LADM consider the 3D topology, however, they are only conceptual models and do not involve concrete methods for implementing spatial data models. Based on the reviews of the 3D topological models within LADM, Zulkifli et al. [9] reported a very suitable 3D topology model approach based on a Tetrahedral Network (TEN) proposed by Penninga and Van Oosterom [10] .
Stoter and Salzmann [11] constructed 3D spatial units using polyhedrons. They built the topological model using BODY, FACE, and NODE tables, each of which contains references to other tables. Ying et al. [12] proposed a 3D topology-based cadastral model for the application and storage of a 3D cadastral system. The model contains four topological primitives, the node, edge, face, and volume. There are hierarchical relations between the topological primitives, and the (n−1)-dimensional geometric primitive is used as the boundary of n-dimensional geometric primitives. The two topological models are easy to implement but can be difficult at the SQL level in queries because the query of the relation between the body/volume and node involves other primitives or tables. Moreover, these spatial data models cannot be extended to support 3D/4D spatiotemporal cadaster.
Cadastral spatiotemporal data models are studied in both 2D cadaster and 3D cadaster. Liu et al. [7] presented a practical spatiotemporal database (STDB) technique for dynamic urban land management based on the expanded BSA model. They used two approaches to improve the efficiency of running the BSA model: Section Fast Indexing (SFI) and the Storage Factors of Variable Granularity (SFVG). The spatiotemporal database is divided into three parts: a present database, a history database and the procedures-tracing database. This technique is significant in countries where land patterns change frequently or for agencies where financial resources are limited. Song and Yang [5] proposed a cadastral spatiotemporal data model by extending the spacetime composite model. They stored and managed the current cadastral objects and the history cadastral objects in the current database and history database, which effectively improves the efficiency of query. The two cadastral spatiotemporal data models use separate databases to manage cadastral data in different periods, however, they do not consider other cadastral objects such as the boundary line besides the parcel. Moreover, they cannot support explicit topology.
The spatiotemporal data model for 3D cadaster is usually referred to as a 4D cadastral model. Van Oosterom et al. [13] analyzed several simple 4D cadastral cases and proposed the separate 3D + time attribute model of the CCDM to represent these cases. They noted that just adding one simple time dimension might not sufficiently represent complex temporal situations. Döner et al. [14] considered the registration of utility networks in cadaster in the 3D+time (= 4D) context. They concluded that the 3D space and separate temporal attributes approach (state-based model) is sufficient to model temporal changes of utility networks. Van Oosterom and Stoter [15] propose a research methodology for 5D cadastral and other spatial data modeling that fully integrates 2D/3D space, time, and scale. The research methodology is based on a conceptual full partition of 3D space+time+scale (i.e., no overlaps, no gaps). To realize 5D data modeling, they introduced mathematical theories on multidimensional descriptions that contain topological polyhedral, regular polytopes and simplicial Homology-based n-simplexes. These studies related to 4D/5D cadastral data model are only at the conceptual level and the concrete implementation methods have not been published.
III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL CADASTRAL OBJECTS AND THEIR TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS A. DEFINITION OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CADASTRAL OBJECTS
In the international standard LADM, the class LA_SpatialUnit supports both 2D spatial units and 3D spatial units. In the LADM-based cadastral spatial data model, there is a mixed representation of 2D and 3D spatial units and cadastral objects contain the boundary point, boundary line, boundary face, 2D spatial units, and 3D spatial units. The concrete definitions of these cadastral objects are as follows:
Boundary Point: Used to represent the 0D boundary of a 2D/3D spatial unit or the 0D common boundary between two 2D/3D spatial units. It can be described by X, Y coordinates in 2D space or X, Y, Z coordinates in 3D space.
Boundary Line: Used to represent the 1D boundary of a 2D/3D spatial unit or the 1D common boundary between two 2D/3D spatial units. Its geometry is a straight-line segment that is bounded by two boundary points.
Boundary Face: Used to represent the 2D boundary of a 3D spatial unit or the 2D common boundary between two 3D spatial units. Its geometry is a polygon composed of at least three edges that has only one outer boundary and zero or more inner boundaries, and thus can include holes.
2D spatial Unit: A 2D spatial unit can be a 2D parcel, building, property unit, etc. All the 2D spatial units have boundary points and boundary lines.
3D spatial Unit: A 3D spatial unit can be a 3D parcel, 3D property unit, etc. All the 3D spatial units have boundary points, boundary lines, and boundary faces.
Considering the time dimension, multidimensional cadastral objects include the above five spatial objects (the boundary point, boundary line, boundary face, 2D spatial unit, and 3D spatial unit) and spatiotemporal objects composed of the time dimension and the five spatial objects. Ten types of multidimensional cadastral objects are shown in Table 1 , in which v, e, f , u 2 , u 3 , t, and (t i , t j ) are used to express the boundary point, boundary line, boundary face, 2D spatial unit, and 3D spatial unit, a point in time and a time interval, respectively.
In Table 1 , the underlined parts of the second column (Type) are optional. For example, v+t represents two situations of v and v+t that indicate a boundary point is embedded in 2D/3D space and 3D/4D space-time, respectively. The space or space-time in which cadastral objects are embedded does not affect the dimensions of cadastral objects. For example, the boundary points embedded in 2D space, 3D space, and 4D space-time are described by (X, Y), (X, Y, Z), and (X, Y, Z, T), respectively, and their dimensions are always 0.
From the point of view of the embedded space, the cadastral objects in Table 1 can be classified into two broad categories: spatial objects and spatiotemporal objects. In the 10 cadastral objects in Table 1 9 , and o 10 are spatiotemporal objects. A spatial object does not represent any spatiotemporal process whereas a spatiotemporal object represents a changing process in a time interval.
B. TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CADASTRAL OBJECTS
In cadastral management, the topological relations between property objects are significant for querying, analysis, and definition of property rights. Many topological relations such as disjoint, meet, overlap, inside, and contains have been well defined by the 9-intersection model [16] , which is a classic model for categorizing binary topological relations. However, in the topological data model, only two topological relations are required to be stored: incidence and adjacency, which are derived from graph theory, and other topological relations can be computed by the two topological relations. According to the topology of graph theory, we only consider two objects of the same dimension for adjacency relation, and objects of different dimensions for the incidence relation. For the ten types of multidimensional cadastral objects, the incidence or adjacency relations between the two are shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , ADJ indicates the adjacency relation, IN indicates the incidence relation and ∅ indicates neither adjacency or an incidence relation. The number 1 or 2 following ADJ and IN is the subtype of the adjacency or incidence relation. The explanations of the subtypes are as follows: 
1) ADJ1
This subtype refers to the adjacency relation between two cadastral objects of the same type such as the adjacency relation between o 1 and o 1 . In the ten types of multidimensional cadastral objects, this adjacency relation does not exist only for the o 3 type, which represents the change of a boundary point (o 1 ) in a specified time interval. The o 1 type is a 0D object and the adjacency relation between two 0D objects is defined as two vertices joined by a graph edge [17] in graph theory. By extruding two adjacent objects A and B of type o 1 along a time interval, two 1D objects ex(A) and ex(B) of type o 3 are formed. The two objects ex(A) and ex(B) are incident to the same 2D objects of type o 6 but are not adjacent to each other because they have no common 0D object.
2) ADJ2
This subtype refers to the adjacency relation between a spatial object and a spatiotemporal object. Given an nD spatial object A and a (n + 1)D spatial object B incident to A, extruding A along a time interval can generate a (n + 1)D spatiotemporal object ex(A). Since the (n + 1)D spatiotemporal object ex(A) and spatial object B have an nD common boundary A, they are adjacent to each other. For example, the spatial objects A and B are type o 2 and o 4 respectively, which are incident to each other, and the spatiotemporal object ex(A) adjacent to B is type o 6 .
3) IN1
This subtype refers to the incidence relation between two cadastral objects of the same broad category. It means both incidence objects are spatial objects or spatiotemporal objects. For two cadastral objects of this subtype, one cadastral object is the boundary of the other. This subtype can represent the pure incidence relation between two spatial objects and the changing process for two incidence spatial objects during a certain time interval. For example, the incidence relations between o 6 and o 8 denote the changing process of a boundary line and a boundary face, which are incident to each other during a certain time interval.
4) IN2
This subtype refers to the incidence relation between a spatial object and a spatiotemporal object. Extrude an n D spatial object A along a time interval to generate a (n + 1)D spatiotemporal object ex(A), and ex(A) and A are incident to each other. In this case, the spatial object A is the state of the spatiotemporal object ex(A) at a certain time, for example, A is type o 1 and ex(A) is type o 3 .
In Table 2 , there are 55 topological relations between cadastral objects, 13 of which are the adjacency relation, 29 are the incidence relation and the remainder are neither adjacency nor incidence relations. The topological relation between o 5 and o 7 is ∅ because the 2D spatial unit and 3D spatial unit are two different representations of the cadastral object and there is no necessary topological relation between them. In the cadastral database, the 2D spatial unit and 3D spatial unit of the same cadastral object are associated by cadastral ID.
IV. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE MDCTDM A. DESIGN CONCEPT
According to the 13 adjacency relations and 29 incidence relations between cadastral objects, there are two common concepts for designing the MDCTDM: (1) record all the adjacency and incidence relations for cadastral objects, (2) record all the adjacency relations and the incidence relations between nD and (n + 1)D cadastral objects. For this, only 12 incidence relations (o 1 10 .
Considering the disadvantages of these two concept, we propose that the ideal MDCTDM should be independent of the dimension and support the unified expression of topological relations for multidimensional cadastral objects. It should have good flexibility, generality and extendibility, which can satisfy the requirements of unified management for spatial and spatiotemporal cadastral data. To design the ideal MDCTDM, we proposed the following three rules.
(Rule 1) The time should be modeled as a geometric dimension that is the same as the other three geometric dimensions.
(Rule 2) The topological relation between any two cadastral objects can be obtained without computing the topological relations of other cadastral objects.
(Rule 3) Record the topological relations of as few cadastral objects as possible.
For Rule 1, the spatiotemporal objects can be modeled the same as spatial objects in the geometry description. For example, o 3 should be modeled the same as o 2 . For Rule 2, we can execute the query for topological relations between two cadastral objects independently. For example, the query for the topological relations between two cadastral objects of type o 1 and o 4 is independent of any cadastral object of o 2 . This rule can effectively reduce the computation. For Rule 3, recording fewer topological relations can reduce the storage burden and provide good maintainability for the database.
B. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF MDCTDM
Of the three rules, Rule 1 is easy to satisfy. Rule 3 is the key point for designing the model and should be satisfied based on Rule 2. Considering Rules 2 and 3, we designed the MDCTDM based on the idea of dimension independence.
In some theories of algebraic topology, there are basic dimensional elements to build the topology for corresponding dimensions, such as the i-simplex of the simplicial complex and the i-cell of the cell complex. However, these elements are dependent on specific dimensions. In the MDCTDM, we use a basic element (Class BasicElement) that can build the topology of all dimensions.
The MDCTDM consists of three interconnected components: cadastral objects, geometry, and topology components. The cadastral object component records the information of the ten types of cadastral objects whose geometries are recorded by the geometry component. The topology component is used to organize the topological relations of the cadastral objects. The conceptual model of the MDCTDM is shown in Fig. 1 . 4DCadastralObject: has only one subclass, namely, 3DSpatialUnit + TimeInterval, which represents type o 10 .
1) CADASTRAL OBJECT COMPONENT

2) GEOMETRY COMPONENT
This component records the geometric representations of cadastral objects, which contain the following five classes: Node, Edge, Face, Volume, and 4DGeometry. These classes correspond to the node, edge, face volume and 4D geometry, respectively. The 4D geometry can be recorded by the set of volumes. In 3D space, the classes Node, Edge, Face, and Volume can be visualized directly whereas the class 4DGeometry cannot.
The class Node can be embedded in 2D, 3D or 4D space and contains four coordinate values X, Y, Z and Time, of which Z and Time are optional. We can assign these coordinate values according to the dimension of the embedding space.
Considering the construction and operations of the geometric model, other extended geometry classes can be contained in this component, such as the Triangle, Tetrahedron, and Ring classes. For example, a boundary face can be formed by triangles and a 3D spatial unit can be formed by tetrahedrons. However, in the conceptual model of MDCTDM, these extended classes are not necessary.
3) TOPOLOGY COMPONENT
In the MDCTDM, topological relations are built using only the basic element (the BasicElement class) instead of several elements of different dimensions. The BasicElement class is associated with each cadastral object so that topological relations can be built between two cadastral objects with a unified form. Based on basic elements, we can query the topological relations between two cadastral objects using the basic elements they are associated with.
In recording the topological relations of different subclasses of the same parent class, they are not distinguished and the subclasses can be distinguished only by their attributes. For example, querying the cadastral objects adjacent to a 2D cadastral object, we can obtain a result of one or more 2D cadastral objects but cannot determine whether they are the subclass BoundaryLine+TimeInterval or BoundaryLine. To know the subclasses of these 2D cadastral objects, we should query their attributes, such as the ObjectType field.
The multiplicity of the relationship between BasicElement and the class of each cadastral object is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume the basic element is more basic than the 0D cell such as the node. Thus, the multiplicity of the relationship between BasicElement and 0DCadastralObject is 1 . . . * to 1. This means we need one or more basic elements to construct the 0D cadastral object (boundary point).
V. DATA STRUCTURE FOR MDCTDM
To apply the MDCTDM to data modeling and management, we design its data structure in this section. The data structure of the MDCTDM should contain a basic element that can associate cadastral objects of each dimension. In algebraic topology, the generalized map structure can satisfy this requirement. Based on this structure, we designed the data structure of the MDCTDM and proposed the method for realizing it.
A. REPRESENTING CADASTRAL OBJECTS BY GENERALIZED MAPS
The generalized map (also called a G-map) is a combinatorial data structure that can represent the n-dimensional nonorientable and orientable quasi-manifold [18] . The generalized map consists of a set of basic elements called darts; an example of a dart is shown in Fig. 2c . In an nD generalized map, each dart can be linked to n + 1 darts by the pointers, which are involutions and are denoted by α i . An involution α i (i ≥0) links two darts that belong to the same cells except iD cells. The inverse of the involution α i in each dimension is its own, so generalized maps are homogeneous in each dimension. If a dart is linked to ∅ by α i , it is called i-free, otherwise, it is called i-sewn with another dart. The i-sewn of two darts means gluing the two cells together that containing the two darts.
In Fig. 2a , there are two 3D spatial units, 11 boundary faces, 20 boundary edges and 12 boundary points. The 3D spatial unit consists of two 3D cells. Fig. 2b is a generalized map consisting of 96 darts linked by four types of involutions (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 ), representing the cadastral objects in Fig. 2a . Darts 1 and 2 belong to the same 1D (e 0 ), 2D (f 1 ), and 3D (V 0 ) cells and different 0D (n 0 and n 1 ) cells, so they are linked by α 0 . Darts 1 and 3, 1 and 4, and 1 and 5 are respectively linked by α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 in a similar manner as darts 1 and 2.
To employ the generalized map, it can be represented as an association graph. Let n be the dimension of the generalized map and m be the number of the (n + 1)-tuples. G = {D, A} is the association graph, where 
set of darts (the vertices of the graph) and
≤ n} is the associations (the edges of the graphs). Fig. 2c shows the association graph for the generalized map in Fig. 2b .
To represent the geometries of generalized maps, specific embedding should be performed. Embedding a generalized map M into a Euclidean space E can be described as associating each iD cell of M with a iD part of E. Thus, the spatial embedding of M has the same structure as M . In this study, all the geometries are limited to linear ones, so we only need to associate 0D cells of M with the 0D parts (points) of E represented by coordinates. Cells of other dimensions can be embedded using these 0D cells. Fig. 3 shows an example of embedding a 2D generalized map M 2 (Fig. 3a) into 2D Euclidean space E 2 . Each 0D cell of M 2 is associated with a point represented by 2D coordinates. For example, Fig. 3b shows the 0 cell {4, 5} (the 0D cell consisting of darts 4 and 5) is associated with the point (2, 8) , and the 0 cell {1, 6, 7, 8} is associated with the point (0, 4). The 1D cell {10, 11} can be described by two 0D cells whose associated points are (0, 0) and (4, 0), so the geometry of the 1D cell can be described by the two points. Similarly, the geometry of the 2D cell {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13} can be described by the four points (0, 0), (4, 0), (4, 4) , and (0, 4). G 2 can also be embedded into E 2 by associating the 0D cells with other points. The two embedding methods in Fig. 3b and 3c represent different geometries but they have the same structure.
B. REALIZING GENERALIZED MAPS BY CELL-TUPLE STRUCTURE
The generalized map has excellent algebraic properties, but it is difficult to realize in the database due to its abstract concepts. The cell-tuple structure [19] provides a cellular decomposition using an abstract cell complex and is easy to realize in a database. The cell-tuple can be regarded as roughly equivalent to the generalized map [20] , so it can be used as an indirect realization method for the generalized map.
The cell-tuple structure represents a dart of an nD generalized map by an (n + 1)-tuple (c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n ) in which each element indicates an iD cell containing the dart, and the (n + 1)-tuple is unique for each dart. For a 3D generalized VOLUME 7, 2019 map, the cell-tuple is a 4-tuple (n, e, f , V ) consisting of the node, edge, face, and volume corresponding to a dart. Celltuples are linked in pairs by involutions, and each pair of linked cell-tuples has only one different element. The darts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 2b can be represented by cell-tuples (n 0 , e 0 , f 0 , V 0 ), (n 1 , e 0 , f 0 , V 0 ), (n 0 , e 1 , f 0 , V 0 ), (n 0 , e 0 , f 1 , V 0 ), and (n 0 , e 0 , f 0 , V 1 ), respectively, and are linked in pairs by the involutions α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 , respectively, as follows:
C. EXTENDING THE CELL-TUPLE FOR MDCTDM
In the cell-tuple structure, each element of the (n + 1)-tuple represents a cell. However, all of the cadastral objects cannot be represented directly as cells, such as cadastral object with holes. In Fig. 4a , there are two adjacent 2D spatial units (2D cadastral objects), u 2 0 and u 2 1 . The spatial unit u 2 0 is a polygon with a hole, so it can be represented by a cell directly. There are two methods to handle such case:
Method 1: cut the spatial unit u 2 0 into a simply connected manifold that can be represented by a single cell. In Fig. 4b , u 2 0 is cut along two 0D cadastral objects (cells), n 1 and n 5 , and four 0D cells (n 8 , n 9 , n 10 , and n 11 ) and two 1D cells (e 8 and e 9 ) are generated. Then, glue the two 1D cells e 8 and e 9 to form a single 1D cadastral object e 10 (Fig. 4c) . In this method, the spatial unit u 2 0 can be represented by a single 2D cell that is connected to itself at the 1D cell e 10 , and the corresponding 2D generalized map of u 2 0 and u 2 1 is shown in Fig. 4d . This generalized map represents the 1D cell e 10 by 4 darts, 1, 2, 3, and 4, which are linked in pairs by α 0 and α 2 .
Method 2: represent the spatial unit u 2 0 by an outer ring and an inner ring that are the outer and inner boundary of u 2 0 , respectively. Fig. 4e shows the outer ring r 1 and inner ring r 2 of u 2 0 , and the inner ring r 2 is also the outer boundary of u 2 1 . Using this method, we can construct the 2D generalized map of u 2 0 and u 2 1 (Fig. 4f) . The first method supports the cell-tuple structure representation but can result in incorrect representations of topological relations or cadastral objects. There are two main aspects of the incorrect representations: (a) This method can cause the loss of some topological relations. For example, the adjacency relationship between the 1D cadastral objects e 4 and e 5 in Fig. 4a cannot be represented by the generalized map in Fig. 4d because cutting the spatial unit (Fig. 4b) causes the loss of the adjacency relationship. (b) This method can also cause some redundant cadastral objects. For example, the 1D cadastral object e 10 is a redundant cadastral object because it cannot represent any boundary of the spatial unit u 2 0 . This redundant cadastral object may cause errors in topological queries.
The second method can accurately represent the topological relations and cadastral objects but cannot support the celltuple structure representation because the representation of the spatial unit does not consist entirely of cells.
In cadastral management, topological relations and cadastral objects do not allow errors, so we chose the second method as a basis and propose an object-tuple structure based on the cell-tuple structure for multidimensional cadastral objects. The object-tuple follows the (n + 1)-tuple of the cell structure and extends the elements of the (n + 1)-tuple to support rings and other structures. For the object-tuple structure, two rules are defined for the cadastral objects and generalized maps:
(1) All the cadastral objects should be quasi-manifolds.
(2) Several adjacent nD cadastral objects should be represented by a single nD generalized map and each nD cadastral object should be represented by a (n−1)D generalized map that is a substructure of the nD generalized map.
In Rule 1, the precise definition of a quasi-manifold can be found in [21] . Generally, a nD quasi-manifold can be described as a set of several nD cells. These nD cells are glued along (n−1)D cells and each (n−1)D cell is linked by at most two nD cells. Note that the description of the quasimanifold only explains its definition and does not mean the quasi-manifold should be constructed by gluing cells.
In Rule 2, the dimension of the generalized map of the nD cadastral object is limited to n−1. This rule ensures each element of the cell-tuple for the (n−1)D generalized map is a cadastral object because, if an nD cadastral object is Point: GeoPoint; // the point corresponding to the object-tuple Marks: set<Boolean>; // the object-tuple is marked when it has a specific property Structure 3: CadastralObject CadastralObjID: long //ID of the cadastral object SpatialUnitIDs: set<string >; //IDs of the spatial units corresponding to this cadastral object Dimension: int; //dimension of the cadastral object Type: CadastralObjectType; // the type of cadastral object; all ten types are shown in Table 1 ObjTuples: set<ObjectTuple>; //the object-tuples belonging to the cadastral object Geometry: GM_Object; //the geometry of the cadastral object constructed by gluing more than one cells, they must be represented by an nD generalized map and one or more elements of its cell-tuples are not cadastral objects. For example, Fig. 5a shows a 2D cadastral object u 2 0 that can be represented by the 1D generalized map in Fig. 5b . If we construct u 2 0 by gluing two 2D cells V 0 and V 1 (Fig. 5c) , it should be represented by the 2D generalized map in Fig. 5d . In this 2D generalized map, the tuple (n 0 , e 0 , V 0 ) representing dart 3 is not an objecttuple because V 0 is only a part of the 2D cadastral object u 2 0 . Therefore, the nD cadastral should be represented by a (n−1)D generalized map. Following the proposed two rules, we can represent cadastral objects with holes and other structures using the objecttuple structure. In Fig. 4f , the object-tuple representation of darts 1, 2, 3 and 4 are (n 0 , e 0 , u 2 0 ), (n 1 , e 0 , u 2 0 ), (n 1 , e 1 , u 2 0 ) and (n 1 , e 1 , u 2 1 ), respectively. These object-tuples are linked by involutions in the same manner as object-tuples, as follows:
D. DATA STRUCTURE BASED ON OBJECT-TUPLES
Based on the object-tuple structure, we designed two basic data structures for the MDCTDM:
The GeoPoint structure (Structure 1) describes the geometry of a point embedded in nD space using n coordinates. The ObjectTuple structure (Structure 2) describes the object-tuple of the multidimensional cadastral object. It is the key structure for constructing the MDCTDM and operating cadastral objects. The ObjTuple [n + 1] member records the ID of the cadastral object in each dimension. For an objecttuple OT a , the Alpha [n + 1] member records only the ID of the iD cadastral object for the object-tuple OT i linked to OT a by α i because only the iD cadastral object of OT i is different from that of OT a . The Marks member is used to mark the object-tuple that has a specific property.
The CadastralObject structure (Structure 3) describes the cadastral object based on object-tuples. The SpatialUnitIDs member records the spatial units containing the cadastral object. A cadastral object may belong to more than one spatial unit. For example, the common face of two 3D spatial units is a boundary face, which belongs to both of the 3D spatial units. Considering the versatility of the data structure, the type VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Core components of the physical model of the MDCTDM of the Geometry member is defined by the GM_Object class in ISO 19107 [22] .
The GMap structure (Structure 4) describes the generalized map containing a set of object-tuples that are linked by involutions. The FreeMarks member records the indexes of free marks for the Marks member of the ObjectTuple structure.
VI. DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION
To implement the MDCTDM in the relational database, we designed the core components of its physical model using Access 2013 (Fig. 6 ). The physical model contains seven core tables: ObjectTuple, CadastralObject, Point, Edge, Face, Volume, and 4Dgeometry.
The Point, Edge, Face, Volume, and 4Dgeometry tables recording the geometries of cadastral objects are designed simply because the geometric model is not the focus of this study. The Edge, Face, Volume, and 4Dgeometry tables of the nD geometries only record the collections of IDs (PointIDs, EdgeIDs, FaceIDs, and VolumeIDs) of their corresponding (n−1)D geometries rather than recording the nD geometries directly.
The Object-tuple table has a composite primary key consisting of five fields, CadastralObj0D, CadastralObj1D, CadastralObj2D, CadastralObj3D, and CadastralObj4D. The Alpha0D, Alpha1D, Alpha2D, Alpha3D, and Alpha4D fields record the object-tuples linked by α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , and α 4 , respectively, in a similar manner as the Alpha [n+1] member of the ObjectTuple data structure. The point corresponding to the object-tuple is recorded by the PointID field.
The CadastralObject table does not record the objecttuples for the cadastral object because they can be obtained by querying the ObjectTuple table. Moreover, a 3D or 4D cadastral object may contain hundreds or thousands object-tuples and recording object-tuples that are already recorded in the ObjectTuple table will cause redundant storage.
Based on the database of the MDCTDM, we can easily query the relationships between multidimensional cadastral objects and object-tuples using structured query language (SQL). There are four main query types:
A. QUERYING ADJACENT CADASTRAL OBJECTS Example 1: Given a 4D cadastral object c 4 0 , query the 4D cadastral object that is adjacent to c 4 0 . For the 4D cadastral object c 4 0 , there are two types of adjacent 2D cadastral objects. One type has a common volume (3D cell) with c 2 0 and the other has a common face/edge/point (2D/1D/0D cell).
The first type is directly recorded by the Alpha4 field in the database because c 2 0 , and it can form a quasi-manifold which is supported by the object-tuple. It is easy to query this type using the SQL:
The second type is not recorded directly because c 2 0 and it cannot form a quasi-manifold. However, it can also be queried using slightly more complicated SQL. Taking the 4D cadastral object that has a common face (2D cell) with c 4 0 as an example, the SQL is:
SELECT ObjectTuple. CadastralObj4D FROM ObjectTuple WHERE CadastralObj2D in (SELECT CadastralObj2D FROM ObjectTuple WHERE CadastralObj4D = c 4 0 ) AND CadastralObj4D! = c 4 In this SQL, we query the object-tuples OT 0 containing c 4 0 first, and can obtain the set of 2D cadastral objects S(c 2 0 ) from these OT 0 . Then, we query the object-tuples OT 1 that contain the 2D cadastral object in S(c 2 0 ) and do not contain c 4 0 . The 4D cadastral objects of the OT 1 are the query result. There are two ways to query the object-tuples linked to OT 0 by α 4 . One is to find the object-tuples with the same 0D-3D cadastral objects and different 4D cadastral objects than OT 0 . Its SQL is:
SELECT * FROM ObjectTuple WHERE CadastralObj0D 
VII. CASE STUDY FOR DATABASE OPERATIONS
In the database of the MDCTDM, the basic operations for cadastral objects can be performed by SQL, such as the insert and remove operations. In this section, we describe a case to explain the SQL statements for insertion of a cadastral object.
To show the case in the figures, the 4D cadastral objects are not considered because they cannot be directly drawn in the figures. UPDATE ObjectTuple SET Alpha1D = e 7 WHERE Alpha1D = e 3 AND CadastralObj0D = n 0 ; UPDATE ObjectTuple SET Alpha1D = e 8 WHERE Alpha1D = e 3 AND CadastralObj0D = n 1 ;
COMMIT; In the SQL statements above, four update statements are used to handle the 16 changed object-tuples that classify the object-tuples according to their corresponding 0D and 1D cadastral objects or 1D involution and 0D cadastral objects. This updated method of classifying object-tuples enables the update of higher dimensional cadastral objects (3D or 4D cadastral objects). For example, the insertion of a boundary face into a 3D spatial unit causes the 3D spatial unit to split into two 3D spatial units. This operation requires inserting several object-tuples and modifying some related object-tuples in the database. We can use insert and update statements similar to those above to easily implement this operation.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Topological data models play a key role in the management of cadastral data because they can explicitly represent the topological relations between cadastral objects. Considering the space and time dimensions, cadastral data contains multidimensional cadastral objects. In this paper, we propose 10 types of 0D, 1D, 2D, 3D, and 4D cadastral objects and 55 topological relations. It is difficult to represent the topological relations of different dimensional cadastral objects in a data model. A data model representing these topological relations may be quite complicated because it should consider many different topological relations. Based on theories of algebraic topology, we designed the MDCTDM containing three components: a cadastral object component, a geometry component and a topology component. The topology component of the MDCTDM organizes the topological relations between cadastral objects of each dimension by only one class, BasicElement, and represents the topological relations in a unified manner. The MDCTDM provides an efficient and simple solution for representing the topological relations of high-dimensional (3D and 4D) cadastral objects.
We designed the data structure for MDCTDM based on generalized maps that are homogeneous in each dimension, so it can represent all topological relations in the same way. The data structure uses object-tuples to represent cadastral objects and is extended from the cell-tuples to support complicated cadastral objects with holes. The data structure is suitable for implementing in relational databases. The query and operations can be easily performed using simple SQL statements.
In future work, we plan to construct a geometric model of multidimensional cadastral objects based on the MDCTDM. Two construction methods are considered: (1) extruding lower dimensional cadastral objects to generate higher dimensional ones; (2) constructing models using sets of point data. The first method is suitable for constructing geometric models in 3D cadaster based on current 2D cadastral data and the second requires advanced surveying techniques such as Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR). Moreover, we plan to develop visualization techniques for 4D cadastral objects. The projection method could be the basic concept for this solution.
